
These photographs were taken at sunset on a beach in Los 

Angeles, California on the very day of the Winter Solstice and 

the Galactic Alignment on December 21, 2012.

Several friends and I gathered to celebrate the passage of this 

momentous date with a meditation on the beach at sunset. 

Given my penchant for 7th Ray ceremonial order and ritual to 

commemorate such events, I choreographed a musical playlist

for us to listen to which ended with the Gayatri Mantra at the 

precise moment of sunset.

None of us were prepared for what transpired next. As soon 

as the sun dipped below the horizon, we were witness to a 

light show that I can only compare to viewing the Aurora 

Borealis. Most remarkable were the distinct rays/streams of 

light radiating outward like columns. The colors and quality 

of the light were unusually luminous and electric. One in our 

group compared the ‘solar flames’ to a Roerich painting. 

Another born and raised in Southern California never had seen 

such a sunset before and felt it had changed her life forever. 

Fortunately I remembered to bring my camera with me.

Upon reviewing the photographs, I recalled words I had read 

in Entering the Age of Light and Brief Message from the 
Inner Guides from this website and was inspired by how they 

seemingly foreshadowed what we witnessed. These quotes 

are included with the following photographs. 

We were all awed by our experience given the auspiciousness 

of this date and still wonder whether we invoked the light 

show or were just fortuitous spectators of a divine harbinger 

heralding the Age of Light.
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“With the alignment of Earth, the Sun and the center of the galaxy in December 2012,
  a wave of light will engulf the planet. Earth will enter a field of subtler substance 
  that will radically alter the context of human life. The process began many decades 
  ago on the inner planes, as streams of cosmic energy pouring into the Earth served to 
  awaken human consciousness to the inner light of the Soul.”
              –Entering the Age of Light
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“When the path of our sun crosses the center of the galaxy,
 
   the great mystery of Love lying hidden in 

   the heart of the Sun will be revealed.”
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“There is celebration of the new dawn in Our Abode 

 as the extended reign of darkness on our planet 

    reaches its climactic end.”
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“Holy music resounds through the ethers 

on the eve of the cosmic shift to a 

field of higher vibratory frequencies.” 
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“Bask in the rosy light of this dawn, 
 
 inhale its redolent perfumes and 
  let the fragrance of divinity 
    settle into the depths of your being.”
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